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hat do we want out of life? Dramatic beginnings? Elegiac endings? Meaningful middles? A 

peacefully soporific honors talk? An exploration of honor’s meaning?  Meaning changes as we 

age. The young ask: What kind of life would be meaningful for me to live? Those who are somewhat 

older, burdened by extra weight, slower reflexes, and the inertia of years, ask: What kind of meaning can I 

find in the life I am living?
1
 

Two fields shape my life as a teacher: philosophy, as an exploration of questions without final 

answers, and art, as an exercise in meaningful form. Philosophy may become a handmaiden to the natural 

sciences or a technical administrator socializing the young through value rubrics linking appropriate 

desires and objects. My favorite philosophy, in formal arguments or literary conversations, asks how we 

ought to live our lives.  It dares young people to take responsibility for discovering who they might be 

and acting to create the world they want. It challenges adults with Hannah Arendt’s wonderfully seditious 

observation: Education is where adults decide whether to take responsibility for the world they have 

created.
2
 Some echo clean-hands Pilate: “We didn’t do this. Everything is just as it has to be,” citing alibi 

absolutes (god, scientific truth, public opinion, the economy, national interest, culture, human nature, 

licensing boards). Others accept Mikhail Bakhtin’s responsibility for living with others in a human world: 

bequeathed to us, changed by our action and inaction, and passed on to the young who need freedom and 

knowledge to decide what they want the world to become.
3
  Education is an anxiety-ridden enterprise 

because mortal adults worry: Will the young who must replace us sustain our way of life? No wonder so 

many buzz around education like angry hornets whose nest has fallen on the ground.  

We honor each other by our presence in full regalia at today’s academic potlatch. But what is 

honor when many proclaim the end of liberal education, restricting it to an elite leadership class the U.S. 

denies we have, and undergraduate grades have risen to new Lake Woebegone levels of American 

exceptionalism? 

Jurij Lotman says honor originally meant the physical objects a warrior received for his actions in 

a raid. This honor-reward (an early “performance bonus”) reinforced the leader’s authority and set the 

group apart from others who did not share in the booty.
4
  In heroic epics, warriors also had a different 

sense of honor, the virtue a warrior must have to receive not the physical rewards of victory, but the glory 
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of being remembered in song: win or lose. Homer’s art honors both the pragmatic Odysseus and the tragic 

Achilles.  

Romantic art sees honor in eternal beauty: 

When old age shall this generation waste,      

Thou shalt remain, in midst of other woe     

Than ours, a friend to man, to whom thou say'st,   

'Beauty is truth, truth beauty, —that is all       

Ye know on earth, and all ye need to know.'
5
   

(Keats, “Ode on a Grecian Urn”) 

 

Keats now seems naïve.  The insane carnage of modern history and our implacably sane 

alienation amidst the interchangeable commodities and branded institutions of consumer society have 

discredited all foundations. Czeslaw Milosz hopes beauty will save us, restoring our ability to choose 

between right and wrong, true and false. Our aesthetic intuition, our instinctive revulsion against the ugly, 

will return truth, beauty, and honor to a disenchanted world.
6
 

How might truth, beauty, and honor be connected? We are representing animals. The human 

mind perceives and creates patterns that give meaning to our lives. Do we have an innate sense that some 

patterns are better than others? If so, we cannot find a logically binding proof of their superiority. Yet, 

even in mathematics, there may be things that can be described but not proved. Art might allow us to 

know what reason cannot prove. Language may contain the memory of a people. A story might contain a 

truth in the particular arrangement of its elements that can be neither generalized nor empirically verified. 

The battle between philosophers, merchants, politicians, scientists, and poets over this issue shows no 

sign of abating, although new forms of bottom-line hemlock have appeared, for “who wants poets at all in 

lean years?”
7
 

Cultural history tells us the changing meanings of honor. Honor-reward became honor-virtue. 

Virtue changed from warrior courage (Homer) to intellectual excellence (Plato) to the ability to act nobly 

in a political community (Aristotle) to imitation of Christ’s humility to the Protestant work ethic’s social 

decorum and commercial endeavor, where monetary honor-rewards are the daily bread of honor-virtue. 

All emphasize character and a universal standard: One person’s merit is greater than another’s and should, 

in a just society, receive appropriate recognition through some form of honor. 

Justice as a hierarchical correspondence between character, accomplishment, and recognition 

seems ill suited to a contemporary society that, perhaps paradoxically, claims to be a meritocratic 

democracy. Merit invokes the ideal Greek polis where status depends on citizens’ tested excellences; 

modern democracy tends toward a relativistic egalitarianism in which individuals and “cultures” set and 

meet their own standards.  
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The warrior-band to which we belong mutes this tension by assuming science can identify 

individuals’ genetic potential and true desires, while the free market ensures the allocation of honor-

rewards to the fittest. Honor has shape-shifted to the liberal managerial class’s rule-based and result-based 

ethics which replaces the elite liberal education of the past with efficiency rubrics and outcome charts 

(Max Weber’s iron cage of rationality; Charlie Chaplin’s Modern Times). Egalitarian liberal education 

feels morally obliged to de-emphasize the character development needed by free citizens of a republic, 

instead providing properly socialized consumers with the skill sets needed to fulfill their desires for a 

share of our new honor-rewards.
8
 Sociologists tell us the American dream is a commercial aspiration, a 

web of desires, marketing infinite progress through ever-new products by joining consumers and 

producers in a self-sustaining flow: “Advertising advertises advertising.”
9
 Marketing markets marketing. 

In such a world, the most radical move may be the most conservative: a return to honor-virtue, a 

nostalgic quest for beauty, a hunt for the trace of the true. But it would be self-indulgent to amass forces 

for a final war of C. P. Snow’s two cultures (now three, including rational administration). Hasty links of 

honor and justice chain us to wars of ideology. Philosophy questions the links. Art’s beauty and humor 

free us through precise mixtures of immediate intensity and ironic distance. Honor-reward and honor-

virtue are not really opposites. We should not confine honor-reward to the applied social sciences and 

honor-virtue to an older humanist culture. Humanist traditions tell us to act in the world and take 

seriously the best techniques for knowing how the world functions. The most naïve empiricists know that 

science is a mode of human action based on the virtues of its practitioners. Mill showed utilitarian notions 

of happiness must distinguish between qualitatively different forms of pleasure, meaning identities, 

commercial dreams, and desires may be better or worse.  In short, all the academic disciplines need each 

other. Such common insight, the traditional goal of liberal education, avoids the elite/egalitarian fight 

over honor-reward and honor-virtue.  The good news is: The more we leave the past behind, the more it is 

uncannily with us; the faster we enter the future, the further it recedes into familiarly sublime utopian and 

dystopian visions. 

Reading Mikhael Bulgakov’s comic novel Master and Margarita, some Juniata students taught 

me justice is the work of the devil while mercy is the work of the incarnate God. In Dostoevsky’s favorite 

Russian apocryphal text, the Mother of God sees the terrible torments of the sinners in Hell. Moved by 

the plight of those whom God has forgotten, she assembles all the saints to beg for mercy for the 

undeserving.  God refuses, pointing to the nails driven into his son. The tears of the holy prevail; the 

worst sinners are given a few days of mercy each year.
10

 What an unjust act. The tale was banned as 

dishonorable. Yet an undercurrent persists in Slavic thought: mercy, charity, and love are essential to 

human life. Honor is great; justice is necessary, but without caritas (Latin for “give a guy a break”), we 

cannot live.  
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Why did many intellectuals not take a stand against the great ideological evils of the last century? 

Milosz replied: fear of being called elitist, respect for social consensus, respect for “scientific” truth, love 

of power, disdain for the middle class.
 11

  He then contemplated a peasant family sharing a pot of tea 

while waiting to be evacuated: Was the man pouring the tea racist, sexist, homophobic, ignorant, 

subservient to power, unwilling to change his outdated farming methods, unable to pay for his children’s 

education, hostile to their advancing beyond his ways? Probably yes. But, did he and millions like him 

deserve what happened to them in the wars and genocide unleashed by honor-laden intellectuals in pursuit 

of justice? The answer is surely no.
 
 

So many questions: What do we want out of life: honor, justice, or mercy? What kinds? Are you, 

the honored among us, willing to take personal responsibility for having the humor and judgment to 

reconcile them in the daily uncertainties of life? Have we faculty prepared you for this task or joined 

Pilate’s clean-hands club, swimming with killer whales, who, as Wisława Szymborska reminded us, have 

perfectly clear consciences?  

“In Praise of Feeling Bad about Yourself” 

 

The buzzard never says it is to blame. 

The panther wouldn’t know what scruples mean. 

When the piranha strikes it feels no shame. 

If snakes had hands, they’d claim their hands were clean. 

 

A jackal doesn’t understand remorse. 

Lions and lice don’t waver in their course. 

Why should they when they know they’re right? 

 

Though hearts of killer whales may weigh a ton, 

in every other way they’re light. 

 

On this third planet of the sun 

among the signs of bestiality 

a clear conscience is Number One.
12
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